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Building without filing in just
   a few minutes!
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   Best
Perfect Days
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trainings Europewide! 
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Ines Dikanović and Péter Szabó
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The chrome power has to be worked into 
the half cured shine gel. Use a shader 
sponge to dunk the product starting from 
the nail contour to the free edges, then 
rub it into the surface of the nail. Cover the 
nails with lexible shine gel.

USE

PNZM176

SOMBRERO HACIENDA FIESTA

PNZM177 PNZM178 PNZM179 PNZM180

PNZNY176 PNZNY177 PNZNY178 PNZNY179 PNZNY180

#176 #177 #178 #179 #180

MARIACHIPONCHO

Softly spreading gel polishes with excellent adhesion – a transition 

between coloured gels and nail polish. No scratches, abrasion and 

chipping for up to 3 weeks. No base and cover gel required. 

Mexican Summer 
LacGel Collection

Mexican Summer Mexican Summer 
LacGel Collection

EXTRA PIGMENTED COLOURS IN JUST ONE LAYER

4

From June

Apply two layers of the colour on the
prepared, bufed nail surface with each

layer cured separately, then cover it
with lexible shine gel.

CURE TIME: UV 2-3 min., UV/LED 30-60 sec.

USE

  PIXEL FREE

From June

NO

SCRATCHES 

& ABRASION 

FOR UP TO 3-4 

WEEKS

PNP0089

PURPLE

PNP0090

MAGENTA

PNP0075

WHITE

PNP0076

BLACK

REAL

CHROME

MIRROR

EFFECT

PIXEL

FREE

TEXTURE

NEW NEW

Extra fine powders without grains 

and with a chrome mirror effect.

Chrome PowderChrome Powder

Évi Darabos

Virág Lilla Tokár

MATERIALS USED

Elastic Hard Gel, LacGel #176,

#177, #179, #180, Treasure Island,
Glue Gel, Extreme Gloss Gel

4 ml

8 ml

5
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PNZMC001

WILD ORANGE HIBISCUS
BLUE

DAMSEL

PNZMC002 PNZMC003 PNZMC004 PNZMC005

PNZNY9001 PNZNY9002 PNZNY9003 PNZNY9004 PNZNY9005

#001 #002 #003 #004 #005

BANANA 
GREEN

PLUMERIA

4 ml

8 ml

PNSE703

Apply one layer of colour on the prepared, bufed 
nail, then have it cured. Before the second layer 
of colour is bonded, place a magnet over the 
nail. This will cause the grains in the gel polish to 
rearrange, and a lighter shine will appear on the 
surface of the nail. Then have it cured, and cover it 
with a lexible shine gel.
CURE TIME: UV 2-3 min., UV/LED 30-60 sec.

USE

Double-sided magnet for magnetisable gel 
polish. One side is used to create a straight line, 
the other is used to create a curved, wavy line.

10% off if purchased in a kit.10% off if purchased in a kit.

Cat Eye LacGel
MAGNETISABLE GEL POLISH COLOURS

From July

To develop the cat eye effect, you need a magnet which you have to hold 

over the painted area before bonding. It functions as a standard gel polish 

if it is not magnetised. No base and cover gel required. LacGel Collection

CAT EYE LACGEL MAGNET

FLEXIBILITYTHICKNESS SOLUBILITY

kit PNKG020

NEW

BRAND NEW

PACKAGING

7

NEON

COLOURS

FOR THE 

SUMMER

NEW



New builder gel that cures without

a burning sensation and stays glossy 

even after being fixed. Transparent, 

water clear, leaves no yellow stains. 

Medium thick, creamy texture that 

spreads well, keeps its shape without 

running. Slightly flexible, elastic and 

holds the C-curve in place. Excellent 

adhesion on natural nails, so no 

separate base layer is required. 

No Burn Gel
TRANSPARENT BUILDER GEL

WITHOUT THE BURNING SENSATION

From August

Cover the surface of the prepared nail with a 
base gel, then cure it. Optionally, apply a cuticle 
extension, white French edge or create a C-cure 
without it, and then cure it. Once it is ixed, you 
can ile it to whatever shape, and cover it with a 
coloured material and shine gel of your choice.
CURE TIME: UV 180 sec., UV/LED 60 sec.

USE

15 g PNZ102

50 g PNZ103

Extreme
Whitening Gel
BUILDER GEL WITH A WHITENING EFFECT

From June

Transparent, slightly purplish colour with a UV filter and optical colour 

revitalising effect. Thick, but easy to shape, spreads well without running. 

Slightly flexible, elastic and holds the C-curve in place. Excellent adhesion 

on natural nails, so no separate base layer is required. Minimum heat 

generation, remains shiny after fixation.

Cover the surface of the prepared nail with a 
base gel, then cure it. Optionally, apply a cuticle 
extension, white French edge or create a C-cure 
without it, and then cure it. Once it is ixed, you 
can ile it to whatever shape, and cover it with a 
coloured material and shine gel of your choice.
CURE TIME: UV 180 sec., UV/LED 60 sec.

USE

15 g  PNZ096

50 g  PNZ097

No burning sensation,

WATER CLEAR, TRANSPARENT,

creamy texture

FLEXIBILITY

THICKNESS

NO

YELLOW 

STAINS

No burning  sensation!No burning  sensation!
EXTREME

WHITENING 

EFFECT

Extreme whitening,

COLOUR REVITALISING

other gels

White will be    even whiter!

Évi Darabos

MATERIALS USED

No Burn Gel, Extreme Whitening Gel, Glue 
Gel, NailStar Strass, Extreme Gloss Gel

FLEXIBILITY

THICKNESS

NEW NEW

BUILD NAILS 

WITHOUT 

BURNING 

SENSATION

98
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Thick, self-spreading gel for the perfect Baby boomer. Dazzle your 

customers with our cuticle extension gels that provide a perfect cover and 

make creating a smile line a child’s play.

Build & Fill Cover Gels
BUILDER AND CUTICLE EXTENSION GELS

From July

Virág Lilla Tokár

MATERIALS USED

Build & Fill Cover Rouge Gel, Mega White Gel, Glue Gel, 
NailStar Strass, Extreme Gloss Gel

Cuticle Oil
CUTICLE VITALISING OIL

From June

GRAPE
SPRING 

FLOWER
PEACHPINEAPPLE

Almond and peach kernel 

oil base which vitalises, 

nourishes and rejuvenates 

the skin around the nail and 

the natural nails.

Just one drop on the cuticle 
at the eponychium and 
a little massage removes 
the dead keratinocytes, or 
it can be polished into the 
nail plate. Recommended 
even for home use.

USE

NEW

WITH 

STRAWBERRY

FRAGRANCE

Try our gel cleanser liquid with    the new strawberry fragrance!1000 ml PNSA822

AROMA CLEANER

Pick yourself, oil yourself!

4 ml PNSA846

15 ml PNSA845

PNSA823 PNSA812 PNSA824 PNSA480 PNSA832 PNSA833 PNSA844 PNSA843

BLUSH ROUGE

PNZ098 PNZ100

PNZ099 PNZ101

15 g

50 g

For reill, prepare the area and then use it only for 
the gap, cure it, then ile it.
For French nails, prepare the area and apply base 
layer, then shape the cuticle with the Build & Fill 
Cover Gel, then cure it. File the smile line, then 
apply the white tips.
For a Baby boomer, once the White Babe Gel is 
cured, use the wash over technique to apply the 
Build & Fill Cover Gel, then have it ixed and ile 
the surface.
CURE TIME: UV 2-3 min., UV/LED 60-90 sec.

HASZNÁLAT

PERFECT 

COVERAGE & 

BEAUTIFUL 

TRANSITION IN 

A ONE STEP

For reill, complete coverage,

FILING SMILE LINE,

for Baby boomer

REFILL

Perfect coverage even in thicker layers, with thin 
layers you can create beautiful transitions.

Perfect tip

NEW
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Have been looking for the perfect acrylic builder powder for

work in salon for ever? The transparent, cool pink porcelain powder

with new extra fine grains offers perfect coverage,

maximum adhesion and a creamy texture.

Salon Acrylic Powders
SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED FOR NAIL SALON

From August

Use it as a base layer on prepared nail (Perfect Prep 
and Perfect Bond Primer), or use it for building 
fully built nails. Once the nail form is in place, 
you apply the material, then create the required 
length and shape. After the nail is iled to shape, 
you can cover it with coloured gel (LacGel, LacGel 
Plus, Delux Gel, Color Top Cover), then with the 
shine gel.

USE

1. 2.
4.

5. 6.

7.

3.

CLEAR COVER PINK

PNP0079 PNP0081 

PNP0080 PNP0082

5 g

15 g

PNZ0085 PNZ008650 g

The cure time of the porcelain powders may be 
modiied with the choice of the required liquid.

Perfect tip

Extreme nail   with the colourof the year 2019!
1. Prepare the natural nail, spray some Perfect Prep 
Spray on it, and apply the Bond Primer, then place 
the bat nail form on the nail.
2. Create the nail bed and the negative of the 
shine line with the help of Salon Cover Pink.
3. File the shine line  with LacGel #Fine/Medium ile.
4. Use the Salon Clear Powder to form a thin 
base layer, while we apply the Color Magic Flakes 
underneath the shine line with a thin clear ball.
5. Fill in the free edge with the Salon Clear Powder.
6. File the built nail to shape.
7. Cover it with Extreme Gloss Gel.

STEP BY STEPSpecifically  designed fornail salon.
Évi Darabos

MATERIALS USED

Salon Clear & Salon Cover Pink Powder,  Color 
Magic Flakes, Extreme Gloss Gel, Plastilene Gel

NEW NEW

PERFECT 

COVERAGE

CORAL
COLOR MAGIC FLAKES

PNDPE018 15 ml PNZ6045

+Perfect coverage,

EXTRA FINE GRAINS,

maximum adhesion
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Dear Diary, I am Christine, a manicurist. I 

have decided to write down what a day in my 

life looks like...

Who is coming today? Judit? She will have the 
French, but it will take her 20 minutes to decide 
whether she wants nail art decoration on the 
ring inger or not... I think I will just ind her some 
photos so it might be easier for her to choose. 
Lindsy... she will again have a hard time choosing 
from 3 almost identical nude colours... I think I 
will just hide them, and I will try to persuade her 
to have the red. Lara - now that will be a diicult 
one, she always wants everything at the same 
time... At least 8 diferent colours and also some 
decorations. Well, I just dump a load of unicorn 
powder on all her nails, so that it will not matter 
what colour her nail is.***THE ALARM ON THE PHONE IS GETTING 

LOUDER AND LOUDER***

Written by: Kriszta Gáspár-Köbli
I am sure Judy will want a mini French, I hope I 
can persuade her to have some nail art decoration  
on her ring inger... Lindsy will either have red or 
nude, since last time she had nude, this time red 
is the most probable choice. Lara is picky, I can 
try my new unicorn powder with her. I am sure 
she will love it. I arrive to the salon half an hour 
before my irst customer, I am proud to be there: 
everything is clean and shine, all I need to do is sit 
down to work. My colleagues who also work in 
the salon respect proper, they do not touch my 
stuf, I just pull up the freshly laundered hand rest 
and I am ready to start...

IN THE MORNING I GET UP, BUT I AM NOT IN 
A RUSH, AFTER BREAKFAST, WHILE I HAVE MY 
COFFEE, I GO OVER MY APPOINTMENTS FOR 
THAT DAY...

THE DIARY OF A MANICURIST 
A DAY IN MY LIFE

14

PHOTOS FROM NAILSTAR.NET

article

PNP0083

PURPLE
UNICORN POWDER

PINK
UNICORN POWDER

PNP0084

Well, what a luck that Judy is also late. Bather, the 
table is full of dust, yesterday I was just too tired 
to clean up... No problem, I will... Where is my shell 
bag with the iles? Who took it? Hey! I have told 
you a thousand time not to touch my stuf!!!

Oh my God, I overslept again. Why did I accept 
that stiletto at 11 in the evening, I just don’t get it... 
Where is my cofee? At least I have lashes, I do not 
have to put any make up again today. I did not do 
it yesterday either...

PNB0018

Katalin Nagy

Martina Putz Ivett Varga

Szilvia Farkas

Eniko Lakatos

Eliza Kovács

Zsuzsanna Beres

Aletta Asszony

Csilla Szabó

Mária Kósa

Eva Fehér Hajnalka Bilincsiné Bodnár

Anikó Anna Hajnal

Tímea Földi

Desire to create

15
PNKT1222
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3D Nail Stickers
WATER BASED THREE DIMENSIONAL NAIL STICKERS

Cut the sticker to the desired shape and 
size, then put the pattern into water for 5 
seconds. Remove the excess water from 
the sticker surface by gently pressing a dry 
wipe on it, and then peel of the back side 
carefully. Place the sticker on the buf, dry 
and clean nail, then push it on the surface. 
Use a ile to remove the sticker edges 
hanging over the free edge. Cover the 
sticker with a layer of shine gel.

USE

Make your customers’ nails unique: 
combine the sticker freely with other 
decorative techniques, rhinestones, or 
even with gel paint. 

Perfect tip

Use our new summer stickers to take your customers to the mysterious 

tropical islands where flamingos live, or to put them on unicorn back.

COLORFUL PLUMES SUMMER TIME PINK MAGIC

PNDM42 PNDM43 PNDM44 PNDM45

COLORFUL SPRING

EASY-TO-USE,

BEAUTIFUL

RESULT IN

SECONDS  

NEW NEW

What to use together

for an amazing result

FROM HAJNALKA WASTL

Perfect Tippek

These pigment powders that change colour due 
to change in temperature, are not only an excellent 
choice to colour Spider Gel or to apply smoke 
techniques, but also to make full colour or colour 
gradient nails. 

“A solution for late customers.”
If you want to create a gradient with ombre 
technique, I recommend you to use a shader sponge 
because it is easier to work with than any other 
make-up sponge. Since the free edge part of nails 
is always cooler than the nail bed part, two diferent 
shades of the same colour will appear automatically.

When using it, make sure that you use a larger 
portion of the material and work the stuff a little 
to make it springy. If you work from a pot, dip 
deep into it with the dotting pen or the silicone 
brush, and move it up and down a few times. This 
way the material will become really elastic, and 
it will not tear. With this method you can draw 
more than one line in one go, or you can create 
geometrical forms as well.

The only question that remains 

is how we can create multiple 

colours with the Spider Gel.

USE PIGMENT, CHROME AND SHINE POWDERS 

TO CREATE UNIQUE COLOURS.

Spider Gel 

THE ELASTIC COLOR GEL

Thermo Powders

COLOUR CHANGING PIGMENT POWDERS

Apply Spider Gel lines on the surface of the nail 
in any form required, then cure it for 20 seconds 
under a UV/LED combined lamp. Dip the sponge 
brushes into any of powders of your choice, and 
then press it down onto the little lines. Then use 
a clean sponge to brush over them, and cover 
it with the shine gel. This method will give us a 
number of coloured variation.

article

WHITE

PNPG19

BLACK

PNPG20

PURPLE/NEON PINK

PNP0068

RED/NEON PEACH

PNP0078

If you use a gel polish, with the help of a shader 
sponge blend some pigment powder into the 
half-cured sticky second layer of the Elastic Hard 
Gel you used as a base (Flexi Top Gel in case of 
built nails). Use more powder and more layers, and 
this way the coverage will be perfect, then cover 
it with top gel.16



E treme Gloss Gel
        WITH GLASSY GLOSS EFFECT

Extreme shine with the power of the gloss. 

Get the medium thick elastic shine gels that 

require no fixation, leave no yellowing

marks on the nail surface and have no 

cobweb cracks.

Apply it in one thin layer onto the iled, bufed, 
dusted surface or onto the cured gel polish colour 
without ixation, then have it cured. Requires no 
ixation. 
CURE TIME: UV 2 min., UV/LED 1 min.

USE

X

Évi Darabos

MATERIALS USED

Pink Masque Acrylic
Powder, LacGel #046, 

LacGel Rapid #01,
Perfect Pixie,

Extreme Gloss Gel

8 ml PNZ6044

15 ml PNZ6045

NO YELLOW 

MARKS ON THE 

NAIL SURFACE

NO

COBWEB

CRACKS

Our stocks have beenreloaded.   Get itnow!

X

    Even for oval shine technique.    Even for oval shine technique.
19
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VIBRANT SUMMER GEL POLISH SELECTION

Summer VibesSummer Vibes

EXTRA 

LONG LASTING 

AND PIGMENTED 

COLOURS

USE

You need
to apply base 

and cover gel. We 
recommend a shine 

gel to be used to 
cover them. Soluble 

with acetone.
CURE TIME:

UV 2-3 min.,
UV/LED 60 sec.

THREE-STEP 

GEL POLISH

4 ml 8 ml

4 ml 8 ml

18
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This foot balsam efectively softens foot calluses and also prevents the crusts 
and crack on the heel. The various herbal extracts and essential oils this product 
contains reduce foot sweating, soften and calm your feet, exfoliate the skin, prevent 
crusts and boost blood circulation. The active agents of the product speed up skin 
regeneration and replenish the fat content, and restore the proper moisture level 
of the skin.

FOOT BALSAM - CITRUS & MINT

Hydrating callus repair cream for skin and heels recommended for daily 
use to nourish and prevent chapping of heel skin prone to chapping 
and calluses. It refreshes and invigorates fatigued leg and foot. It contains 
calendula and menthol extracts, coco, olive and citrus oil hyaluronic acid 
and shea butter. This cream will make the heels soft and smooth again, 
and it may reduce chapped areas.

CALLUS REPAIR CREAM - CITRUS & MINT

Aromatherapeutic foot massage gel with high herb and essential oil content 
that hydrates and refreshes your feet. It contains orange oil, peppermint oil 
and grapefruit oil as well as the extracts of calendula, horse chestnut, ivy, 
hyssopus, elymus repens (couch grass) and nettle. The gel is absorbed into 
the skin without residue. When used for pedicure and foot care treatments, 
this product is the perfect companion for the Citrus & Mint product range.

PEDI GEL - CITRUS & MINT

SBS206 250 ml SBS207 500 ml

SBS244 250 ml SBS245 500 ml

SBS018 250 ml SBS019 500 ml

Creams, gels, balsams....   summer time is here!
PEDICURE

A quickly absorbing skin nourishing gel with skin soothing and 
moisturising properties. The aloe vera content helps nourish, soften 
and reinvigorate the skin, and may boost regeneration of problematic 
skin. The gen quickly penetrates the upper layer of the skin, boosting 
the regeneration of the epidermis. It is recommended for dehydrated, 
irritated skin, helps regeneration after skin problems.

CALMING ALOE GEL - ALOE VERA EXTRACT

SBS274 250 ml

Recovery gel with skin softening and soothing properties, containing 
calendula and aloe vera extract and panthenol for dry or chapped skin. 
The active agents of the gel help regenerate skin cells, exfoliate, soothe 
the skin, and boost epidermis regeneration. Suitable for treating skin of 
the hands, feet and the body. It absorbs completely without leaving any 
residue. 

RESCUE GEL - CALENDULA & ALOE

A foot care gel containing ivy, hamamelis, tea tree oil and calendula to 
reinvigorate and refresh tired, tense, stressed legs and feet. The herbal 
formula is known in traditional medicine to regenerate the skin, prevent 
sweating and reinvigorate the foot. It absorbs completely without leaving 
any residue. Recommended for gel based massages and with gel wraps.

VITALITY GEL - CHESTNUT & HAMAMELIS

SBS272 250 ml

SBS033 250 ml SBS034 500 ml

NEW

NEW

NEW

21

FUNCTIONAL

GELS

For the hands, feet and the body



PINK

PNDMA03

VIOLET

PNDMA04

ORANGE

PNDMA02

WHITE

PNDMA01

YELLOW

PNDMA07

GREEN

PNDMA06

BLUE

PNDMA05

Neon Flakes
NEON NAIL DECORATING FLAKES

Neon Flakes

Vivid neon colours of the summer 

for mandala decorations or

festival nails.

You can mix it into the Clear
builder gel or pick it up with a thin clear acrylic ball 
to apply it. Make sure to apply it under the C curve 
when built in so that the lakes are not iled out. If 
used as a decoration on the surface with gel and 
gel polish, sprinkle it into the slip layer to create the 
required form, then cover it with Nail Art Top Gel.

USE

FOR

DECORATING

THE SURFACE & 

FOR BUILDING

IN

Mandala ArtMandala Art

For long lasting surface decoration!
15 ml PNZ077

True shine opal stone grains in all the

colours of the summer for use with

liquid stone technique.

RED

PNDO009

PINK

PNDO008

BLUE

PNDO006

ORANGE

PNDO005

ROSE

PNDO002

LIGHT BLUE

PNDO004

DARK BLUE

PNDO010

PURPLE

PNDO003

Shape the liquid stone using Liquid Stone Gel 
Clear and a thin brush. Use an Art & Corrector Pen 
to sprinkle the opal grains into the  Liquid
Stone Gel. Cure it (UV 120 sec, UV/LED 60
sec), then use another layer of Liquid Stone
Gel Clear to cover the opal grains and heap
the material so that we get a rise on the surface. 
This will act as a magnifying glass highlighting 
the opal grains. Cure the material, then ix it with 
Aroma Cleaner.

USE

Virág Lilla Tokár

MATERIALS USED

Pink Masque Powder, LacGel Plus #090,
Delux Gel #031, Perfect Opal, Liquid Stone Frame,
Liquid Stone Gel, Glue Gel, NailStar Strass, Speed & Shine Top Gel 

GENUINE

SEMI

PRECIOUS

STONE

PNZ080 5 g

Mix it into Liquid Stone Gel!

Perfect OpalPerfect Opal
GENUINE OPAL GEMSTONE GRAINS

2322
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ROMANIA
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 www.perfectnailscompany.com  
Some product images in the magazine are just illustrations . We do not assume 
any liability for any printing errors. 

Model  Valentina Rapisarda   |   Photographer  Gianfranco Bove   |   Graphic Designer  Laura Máté

COVER

REPRESENTED ALSO IN SLOVENIA FROM NOW ON!

New amazing catalog will be 
      published in July 2019!


